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Seedbed cultivator
In spring, good and fast seedbed preparation is highly important. The modular design of our seedbed cultivators comes 
in various con� gurations with outstanding ease of adjustment. The machine has a strong welded frame with the di� er-
ent tillage components on it.

The trailed spring tines are on the front of the machine. 
These tines open up the furrow slice and level the 
ground before the crumble roller. The � rst levelling 
bar then levels the seedbed, after which the four rows 
of straight vibratory tines ensure the correct working 
depth of the machine. After the second levelling bar 
has levelled the tracks of the vibratory tines, the rear 
roller compacts the seedbed. The unique feature of this 
machine is the hydraulic adjustment of the trailed tines 
and the straight vibratory tines. The hydraulic cylinder 
allows adjustment of the depth of both the trailed tines 
and the vibratory tines during use. A clearly visible 
depth indicator scale shows the working depth.

The machine has been designed so that di� erent con� g-
urations are possible. You can have trailed tines at the front, or opt for the VSS Cappon goose foot hoe. You can also work 
with double rollers or with Crosskill rings on the back. The tines can be con� gured in 4 or 5 rows of vibratory tines or goose 
foot hoes. The machine models range from 3 to 9 metres; models wider than 4.5 metres have hydraulic folding. The latter 
models can also be supplied in a half-supported version.



Tool carrier
The VSS AGRO Tool carrier is an e�  cient and solid machine, 
which o� ers the ideal solution for cultivating special crops.
Because the tools are attached in the middle of the 
machine, the user has a perfect view of the cultivation, 
ensuring a highly accurate � nal result. The large variety 
of con� gurations possible with the VSS AGRO Tool carrier 
means it can be used in a wide range of areas. For example, 
you can use the Tool carrier with hoes, spray hoods, 
seeders and automatic weeders. PTO-driven tools can also 
be connected to the tool carrier.
The machine is controlled by a joystick and has a clearly 
legible dashboard.

Roguing cart
The hydraulically driven Roguing carts are designed for driving through potato � elds to enable visual inspection for 
rogue plants. These plants can be collected in the plastic collection bin. The basic model of the Roguing cart has three 
wheels and a 13 HP petrol engine with continuous speed control from 0 to 12 km/h. The most extensive model comes 
with four wheels and a 25 HP diesel engine. The standard 500-litre collection bin can also be supplied in a larger size.



Row sprayer
The hood is mounted on a parallelogram and has adjust-
able width. A spindle on the top is used to adjust the hood 
width. The adjustment system is made from stainless 
steel. The working width ranges from 20 to 55 centime-
tres. Other sizes are also available. A plastic � ap behind 
the hood limits drift. The sprayer hood is connected to an 
element that has a height-adjustable pneumatic wheel for 
setting the height. The sprayer hood can also be mounted 
on all parallelograms of any Dutch machine brand.

•  Under-leaf torpedo-shaped sprayer
•  Working width 3-9 m
•  Row distance 75 cm
•  Parallel guide to follow the crop
•  Adjustable sprayer hood for crops in rows
•  Available in 3 models:
 1. 10-30 cm onions
 2. 20-50 cm crops at 50 cm
 3. 30-60 cm crops at 75 cm

Hoeing machine
VSS AGRO has developed a hoeing element for hoeing 
and hilling crops in the smaller row distances, for instance 
those of onions. The machine is also suitable for crops 
with a row distance of 50 cm or more. The slender shape 
of the hoeing element means that damage to the crop 
during hoeing is kept to a minimum. The stable construc-
tion of the hoeing element, which moves in a straight line 
by means of a structure supported on bearings, makes 
it maintenance-free and free of play. This construction 
allows the element to be kept short, which increases the 
hoeing precision. In addition, the hoeing element has a 
modular design, so that di� erent attachments are avail-
able for tackling the weeds mechanically.



Front soil preparer
It is important in the spring to prepare the soil for seeding with as few passes as possible. Avoiding making tracks in the 
soil is better for the seedbed. The VSS Front soil preparer can also do this on heavier types of soil, so that you do not need 
to till the soil twice. The machine is mounted in the fore carriage. It can be combined with a sowing or planting machine 
and/or other soil tilling equipment behind the tractor. The Front soil preparer, together with a soil tilling machine, 
performs the initial tilling of the ploughed land. The trailed spring tines also level the soil.

A V-shaped tubular roll on the front with a diameter of 500 mm regulates the depth. You can adjust the height of this 
V roll using a top rod. Behind the V roll are two rows of trailed spring tines. You can adjust their height using a top rod or 
hydraulic cylinder. The patented crumble T-roller comes behind the trailed spring tines.

When the Front soil preparer is combined with a sowing or planting machine, the trailed spring tines can be replaced by 3 
rows of large vibratory tines. A spring-mounted levelling board (in 2 parts) is then mounted behind the crumble T-roller.

Front leveller
In the spring, the Front leveller is highly suitable for the � rst levelling or � attening of the ploughed slices. This machine 
has an initial levelling angle bar, a V-shaped depth-control crumble roller and another levelling angle bar. The working 
width of the machines ranges from 3 to 6 metres.



Pressure roller
The VSS AGRO Pressure roller is suitable for compressing the soil evenly between the tractor wheels. It can be � tted 
between any machine and tractor, which distinguishes it from other pressure systems. Because the VSS AGRO Pressure 
roller is mounted partially under the lifting gear of the tractor, its additional length is very limited. The VSS AGRO Pressure 
roller comes with Cat. 2 link hooks for connecting the tool. Extended link hooks or Cat. 3 link hooks can be supplied as an 
option. The standard model of the VSS AGRO Pressure roller has a working width of 1.25 m, while a wide 1.5 m version is 
available as an option.

Proseed
The VSS AGRO Proseed is highly suitable for sowing grass and grain. The VSS 
AGRO Proseed stands out thanks to its good distribution and improved crop 
development. Only a minimum of service and maintenance is required, which 
is simple to perform. The VSS AGRO Proseed uses 64 large outlets to put the 
seed on the soil. The large number of outlets ensures full-� eld e� ect and grass 
with better coverage when it comes up. The seed comes on to the soil that has 
been compressed by the ring. The grooves are then pushed shut. The seedbed 
is compressed by the V-roller. The machine has a working width of 3 metres and 
is used in combination with a Kverneland I-drill pro rotor harrow with a hydrau-
lically driven pneumatic seeding unit. A specially-shaped levelling bar behind 
the harrow creates an optimum seedbed. You can also work with 32 outlets by 
switching o�  the other half of the outlets; in this con� guration the machine is 
very suitable for sowing grain.

DR-STR
VSS AGRO Pressure roller 
type DR-STR
- Model with steel rings
- Optionally with large rings

DR-LBW
VSS AGRO Pressure roller 
type DR-LBW
- Model with 4 pneumatic wheels
- Optionally with scraper

DR-FFR
VSS AGRO Pressure roller 
type DR-FFR
- Model with FarmFlex roller
- Optionally with small roller



No-till farming
The VSS AGRO No-till farming (NKG) machines have a 
modular design that allows various con� gurations with 
easy adjustment. The machine has large goose foot hoes 
that slice the soil � at before the crumble roller passes. The 
levelling bar then levels out the seedbed. The second row 
of goose foot hoes overlaps the � rst row. The working 
depth and levelling bars can be adjusted from the tractor. 
The VSS AGRO NKG has a spacious design to allow crop 
residue to pass through easily. The NKG comes in di� erent 
working widths.

- Central levelling board adjustment
- Track wiper
- Wide tines
- Hydraulic depth setting

Retaining walls
VSS AGRO Retaining walls for storage, for example potatoes and onions. VSS AGRO Retaining walls have a solid con-
struction and are made from cold-rolled U-section with steel plates on the ground. They are easy to disassemble and 
come default sprayed in a blue protective primer.

- L-supports, loaded on one side and on two sides
- Pressure supports, for pressure chambers
- Delivery includes wood and assembly accessories
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